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Retirement Income Preferences
▪ Retirees need strategies to manage their assets and budget their
drawdowns.
▪ There is a clear preference for:
o Sustainable spending
o Non-decreasing spending (increasing is even better)

▪ Account balances are ever changing depending on random events.
In this sense they are dynamic.
▪ Hence the need for an asset rebalancing strategy.
▪ This in large part determines the success or failure of your
sustainable spending.

Rebalancing Methods
▪ Buy and Hold
Most familiar one of all. Just determine the asset allocation and let it ride. It is a “do
nothing” strategy.

▪ Constant Mix
The equity/fixed income is held constant. Purchases and sales are required to return to
the desired mix. This is a dynamic strategy and is also a contrarian one since you sell
your winners and buy your losers. This is a “do something” strategy and tends to keep
risk more constant.

▪ Constant Proportion (CPPI or Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance)
This is a less familiar strategy. It keeps a floor in fixed income and then invests the rest
in equities with a multiplier greater than one. Example on next page shows that it sells
stocks as they fall and buys stocks as they rise.

▪ Option Based Portfolio Insurance (OBPI)
Once a floor is chosen and its present value calculated, a call option is purchased with
the surplus. The option is calendar-time dependent and different from the CPPI where
exposure depends only on the size of the cushion.

CPPI Example
The CPPI rule is: $ in Stock = m (Total Assets – Floor) . Note that m = 1 is
the same as the constant mix strategy so m > 1. Assume a common
value of m = 2 for this case.
Assume you have a $100,000 portfolio and set a floor of $75,000 and a
multiplier of 2 so your stock amount is 2 ($100,000 - $75,000) = $50,000.
The remaining amount is $100,000 - $50,000 = $50,000 and you have a
50/50 stock/bond allocation.
Let’s say the current value of the stock portfolio drops by 10%. The stock
amount is now $45,000. Total assets are now $95,000 and according to
the CPPI rule the amount in stocks needs to be 2 ($95,000 - $75000) =
$40,000. This requires the sale of $5,000 ($45,000 - $40,000) of stocks
and you now have a $40,000/$55,000 or 42/58 stock/bond allocation.

Note you have sold stocks as market dropped.

Comparison of Methods
Return Plot

Asset Allocation Plot

Note: Constant mix/buy and hold are 60/40. OBPI protects for a 20% loss.

Some Important Details
▪ For the CPPI strategy if the market falls by more than 1/m you must use a
portion of the floor amount. For example, if m = 2 you must do this if you
are down 50% or more.
▪ Alternatively, one can use leverage (borrow money) to fund the equity
account.
▪ The CPPI and OBPI are both principal protection strategies. They
generally do better than buy and hold/constant proportion strategies in
rising or falling markets.
▪ Buy and hold/constant proportion strategies do better than CPPI/OBPI in
flat but oscillating markets.
▪ OBPI strategies are very calendar dependent. You need to be careful not
to mess with the floor since adjustment to keep a constant proportion of
assets in the floor is just a constant mix strategy in disguise. Also costs of
the options penalize the overall advantage.

CPPI for Individual Investor
▪ CPPI offers many features a retired person needs.
▪ Until recently CPPI strategies were hampered by implementation issues
for the individual investor.
o Once financial institutions get involved costs increase
o Require nearly continuous trading
o Downside protection hampered by stock price jumps

▪ Management of the rebalancing takes time and effort. Also expensive to
leverage for an individual investor.
▪ Is there a simpler and better approach?

CPPI Rules
1. 85% of Assets: Build a riskless spending floor
Allocate 85% of available assets to purchase lifetime spending floor. It should be a
diversified fixed income portfolio and could include annuities if desired. Money is
withdrawn from here for retirement spending

2. 15% of Assets: Invest in a 3x leveraged equity portfolio
The remaining 15% of assets, the surplus, is invested in 3X leveraged equity fund
that is rebalanced daily by the fund provider. Together the floor and surplus provide
downside protection and equity upside. Portfolio maintenance is minimal. Frequent
trading and stock price jumps are delegated to the fund provider.

3. Annual Rebalance
Annually review the surplus portfolio. If it exceeds 15% of total portfolio sell any
surplus and fund the floor account. Spending may increase but always remains
sustainable – it ratchets.
These rules are based on a paper by P.H. Dybvig -”Dusenberry’s ratcheting of
consumption: Optimal dynamic consumption and investment given intolerance for
any decline in standard of living” using utility maximization theory. - Heavy lift
reading to say the least. Scott et al. reduced this to much simpler set of rules.

Scott, Jason & Watson, John. (2011). The Floor-Leverage Rule for Retirement.
Household Finance eJournal. 69. 10.2139/ssrn.1961791.

Asset Allocation
▪ It may appear that you have a 15/85 asset allocation, but this is
not true.
▪ A 3X fund borrows $2 for each dollar of principal and invests this
in stocks. The result is an aggregate holding that is long $3 in
equities and short $2 in fixed income.
▪ Assume you have a $1000 portfolio. You have $450 (3x$150) in
equities and $550 ($850 – 2x$150) in fixed income. The overall
asset allocation is 45/55 allocation.
▪ Note that only income purchases are required - never sales.

Concerns
▪ But I thought leveraged funds were dangerous and too risky?
▪ Yes, they are riskier, but this depends on type of leverage.

▪ The 3X return is reduced by what is called “variance drag” but so
are normal 1X returns. The 3X return is greater so the variance
drag should be too.
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ST/S0 is the stock return, lev is the leverage factor and Var is related
to the variance of the stock . The exponential of the term in
brackets is the variance drag and always less than 1.

Leverage Impact
▪ Let’s do a couple of examples.
▪ Normal 3X return case for S&P 500: The leverage factor is 3 so the
exponential term is (3 – 32)/2 Var = -6/2 Var = -3Var. Over 1 year this
should reduce the 3X return to 2.1X . A pretty big hit but on an absolute
basis total return is double that of the normal return. Means an 8%
return is now 16.7% . I’ll take that!
▪ How about an inverse fund -3X: The leverage factor is now -3 and it gives
return when stock price drops. In this case the exponential term is (-3 –(3)2)/2 Var = -6 Var. This is double that of the 3X fund. It reduces the
return in case of a stock market drop from 3X to 1.4X, a much smaller
return. An 8% return is now only 11.2%.
▪ Reversals are much more aggressive and larger for a declining market.
▪ The inverse fund is why leveraged funds get such a bad name.

How Good Is the Return Estimate Equation?
▪ One way to determine the accuracy of our return equation is to use
data from a 3X fund (for example, UPRO, a S&P 500 3X Proshares
fund).

▪ First calculate the volatility of the S&P 500 to give 15.3% .
▪ Next calculate the volatility of a 3X fund and then use the equation
to give 15.6% for the Var term (volatility = VAR2).
▪ This is difference of only 0.46% demonstrating accuracy of the
equation.

Some Real Performance Data: Proshares UPRO ETF

SPY

Note: Fund started in June 2009

Effect of Market Downturns for 3X Funds
Potential Problem – Drawdowns Can Be Scary

Further Enhancement to Strategy
▪ The performance of the S&P 500 3X fund has been excellent, but
this is due to its strong upward trend. In cases where the trend is
not always up, the losses can also be quite high as seen in the
previous slide for drawdowns.
▪ Add an additional momentum rule to the strategy to handle the
drawdowns
4. If the end of month stock price is less than the 10-month simple moving
average exit to a fixed income position. Re-enter the position when the
end of month stock price exceeds the 10-month simple moving average.

S&P 500 3X UPRO Fund Performance with Timing
Model

S&P 500 3X UPRO Fund Drawdown with Timing
Model

Modified Simple Moving Average Model
▪ Simple moving average (SMA) models are one of the simplest yet
most appropriate technical indicators
▪ However, they can be subject to signal whipsaws causing multiple
trades in short time period.
▪ One way to handle this is to use a SMA channel (similar to a
Bollinger band).

How to Determine the Optimum Parameters
▪ The SMA channel indicator has three parameters.
– Window size
– Channel up size
– Channel down size

▪ There is a challenge in how to get best estimate of this.
− How much data
− How frequent
− Time span

▪ A recent development called walk forward analysis is used to
estimate these parameters.

Walk Forward Analysis
▪ The purpose of walk forward analysis (WFA) is to reduce overfitting
in backtests and optimizations. Overfitting results from fitting to
noise rather than the data so that the strategy becomes ineffective
in the future.
▪ A walk forward optimization forces adjusts the strategy parameters
to signals in the past by constantly testing optimized parameters in
out-of-sample data.

▪ In-sample data are the data used to train the strategy model. Out
of-sample data are the data used to test the training model.
▪ The size of in-sample data should be large enough that it can
predict certain behavior in the out-of-sample period but not too
large that it incorporates too much noise.

WFA Procedure
1. Get all relevant data.
2. Break data into multiple pieces.

3. Run an optimization to find the best parameters on the first insample piece of data.
4. Apply the parameters to the first out-of-sample piece of data.

5. Run an optimization of the second set of in-sample data.
6. Apply these parameters to next out-of-sample data.

7. Repeat until you have covered all the data.

WFA Procedure
Here is a pictoral example of the WFA
procedure say for the DJIA index. IST1.1 is
the in-sample test 1 for parameter 1,
IST1.2 for parameter 2, etc. IST2.1 is the
in-sample test 2 for parameter 1 etc.

Results of WFA Analysis
▪ SP500 Data were split into 36 periods from 1928 to 2020 (8 years).
▪ Results show down period parameter is higher when market is on
uptrend and lower when market is on down trend.

Results for SP500 Ratchet from 1990-2020 (Real)
4% Withdrawal Rate

Results for SP500 Buy and Hold from 1990-2020 (Real)
4% Withdrawal Rate

SP500 Ratchet Drawdowns

Results for SP500 Ratchet from 1990-2020 (Real)
6% Withdrawal Rate

Results for SP500 Buy and Hold from 1990-2020 (Real)
6% Withdrawal Rate

Further Enhancement - Hedge
▪ The daily nature of the rebalancing may be further exacerbated by
the so-called Black Swan event.
▪ Past data shows the addition of the moving average has handled
this quite nicely.
▪ However, if you are concerned about a single catastrophic drop in
the market, the Black Swan event, you can utilize a hedge.
▪ A far out of the money option (SPX/VIX) or future (/ES) can be
used and is relatively cheap (~0.3 – 0.6%).

SPX Put Option Example

Put Cost for 80% Hedge
▪ Assume a Black Swan event occurs. The plot below shows the shock
and its decay rate.
▪ The cost to protect 80% of your portfolio is shown in the adjacent plot.

The End
Questions?

